Larger teams should be able to staff a complete LPMT. Most volunteers are already doing these jobs, but do not have the title. It is important that all teams across the state are uniform in organization in order for SOID to improve the quality of our program and communication to teams.

If you have a smaller team, these roles can be combined, so a core team of four people can share the bulk of the team responsibilities. We have grown so much and ask so much of our LPCs, this is no longer a job that can be done on its own, or with out support. Even on our smaller teams. Develop your LPMT with your core volunteers and share the work to prevent burnout and negativity. Remember, many hands make light work. Here is a sample of a smaller team's LPMT:

- LPC/Admin/Finance Coord
- Sports/Equipment Coord
- Volunteer/Event Coord
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- Fundraising/Communication Coord